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DEFENDING TI IE PREPONDERANCE OF THE EVIDENCE 
STANDARD IN COLLEGE ADJUDICATIONS OF SEXUAL 
AssAULT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In April of 2011, the Department of Education's Oflice f(>r Civil 
Rights ("OCR") reb1sed new guidelines cbrif)ring schools' 
responsibilities under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 
1972.1 While Title IX 1s perhaps best known as the statute 
guaranteeing equal opportunities to women collegiate athletes, 2 the 
implementing regulations require educational institutions to develop 
"prompt and equitable" procedures f(>r responding to complaints of 
sex discrimination, 3 including acts of sexual harassment and sexual 
violcnce.4 Specifically, the Dear Colleague Letter outlined preventive 
I. OHICF HlR CIVIL Rit;IITS, DEl''T<H EllliC., DE.\R COLLb\(;l!E LETl'ER (2011), 
.w.ul.Jh!c .It http://www2.ed.govjahoutjoHicesjlist/ocr/kttm.jmlleague-20 II 04.pdf I hereinafter 
DE.\K COLLEA<;llf' LETI'ER I· 
2. 34 C.F.R. § 106.4l(a) (2012) ("No person shall, 011 the h;lsis of sex, be excluded 
ti·om p.lrticip;ltion in . or otherwise be discrimi11ated ag;linst in anv inrcrschoL!stic, 
imcrcollcgiatc, dub or irrtramural athletics oll\:rcd hv a rccipic11t lof fcdcr.1l fimdsi."J; id 
§ 106.41 (c) ("A recipient which operates or .sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or 
illtr.lmULll .lthktics shall pro1·ide equal athletic opportunitv f(H· members of horh sexes."). 
Although Title IX has become sy11on1'mous with collegiate athletics, the suture\ draltcrs a11d 
supporters were concerned primarilv with the admissio11 of women to eduutional institutiom 
and the emplovment of women in ac1demia. Sec Sus,\!': WARE, TITLE IX: A BRIEl. HISTORY 
\\'!Til Do<:LT,\IE'"TS I, 3 (2007) (quoting Reptnent,uive Patsv Mink, a kcv 'upportcr of the 
legislation, noti11g that Title IX\ supporter' "had no idea that its most visible impact would he 
in .lthletics." Mink explained, "I had been paving attention to the ;Kademic issue. I had hee11 
excluded ti·om mediol school beuusc I was fcnulc.") (citing BRIAI': L. i'ORTO, A NEll' 
SEASO'": Us!~c; TITLE IX TO REHlRM COLLHa·: SPORTS 144 (2003)). ,S(·c .1/.w Bernice R. 
Sandler, "Too Srrong fiw ;J J¥mnlll" The fi'r·c Word1· r!ur Cn·,ncd Tirlc IX, 6 ABOUT 
WOMEI': o'" ( :.\,\ll'l!S I (I <)<)7), rcprinrcd til WARF supt:I, at 3S-37. 
3. 34 C.F.R. § 106.R(h) (2012) ("A rccipimt shall ;ldopt and publish grin·,lncc 
procedures providing f(>r prompt and equitclhle resolution of student ami emplovce complaints 
alleging ,\Ill' action which would be prohibited lw this part."); Oftice f(n· Civil Rights, Dep't of 
Educ., RC\·ised Scxtul H;lLlssmcnt Cuidancc: Hara,ment of Students by School Fmplovee,, 
Other Stucknts, or Third Parties 4, I<) -2 I (20()( ), ;ll'.lllabk ar 
http:/ /www2.ed .g< >v/ah<>ut/< >Hicc,/list/<>er/d<>es/shguide .pdf I hercir1ahcr Sexual Harassment 
Guidance!. 
4. OCR uses the generc1l term "sexu<1l harassment" to refer to acts of sexual ,·iolcnce, 
such '" sextul .1ssault and rape, as well .ls to rekr to qwd pro quo ;llld hostile environment 
harassment. ,kc Dear Colleague Letter, Sl!J>r;I note I, at I 2. In J);wil· r·. Afonroc (.(nmn· 
Ho;Jrd o!'Fduurion, the Supreme Court acknowledged that harassing conduct that fills within 
the purview of Title IX mav also be criminal in natutT. 526 U.S. 62'J, 634, 6S3 (I 'J'J'J) (noting 
th.lt harassing .student had plc,Kkd guiltv to sexual batten·, '' t\'fK' of "criminal scxu,d 
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and remedial measures that schools arc required to take in order to 
ensure that their procedures arc prompt and equitable. 5 The new 
guidance document was introduced by Vice President Bidcn, who 
spoke at the University of New Hampshire to explain and justif)• the 
Obama administration's decision to strengthen enforcement of Title 
IX after a period of relative inaction. 6 
One of the most significant provisions of the Dear Colleague 
I .cttcr is OCR's clear instruction that schools usc the preponderance 
of the evidence standard when <ldjudicating cases of student-
perpetrated sexual harassment, sexual assault, or rape. 7 The 
document states, "I I In order t()r a school's grievance procedures to 
be consistent with Title IX standards, the school must usc a 
preponderance of the evidence standard .... Grievance procedures 
that usc I a I higher standard arc inconsistent with the standard of 
proof established f(>r violations of the civil rights laws and arc thus 
not equitable under Title IX. "X While this instruction did not 
represent a change in policy within OCR-the office had already on 
several occasions instructed particular institutions to apply a 
preponderance of the evidence standard"-thc Dear Colleague Letter 
misconduct"). This Comment ti>ulses primarily on sexual ;1ssault and rape and uses those 
terms, rather than the bro,lll term "sexual harassment," to avoid any contl1sion about the tvpe 
of conduct being addressed. 
5. Jk,1r Colleague Letter, supra note I, at X. 
6. Sec U.S. Dcp't of Educ., Vice President Biden Announces New Administration 
Efti>rt to Help Nation's Schools Address Sexual Violence, Ed.gov (Apr. 4, 20 II), 
http://www. ed. g< >V /IJCWS /press -IT leases/vice- preside 11 t- bide 11-a 11n< HIIKes-11 ew-ad m i 11 istra ti < > 11-
dri>rt-hdp-nations-schools-ad. The Obama administration has taken a Elr more proactive role 
in educational civil rights enli>rcement than the Bush administration. Sec, c.,~-:., Nadra Kareem 
Nittle, I kpartmmt o(hfuclt!(m Steps Up Prohcs oF Civil R~t;ht' Complaint\, Root (Sept. 27, 
20 II), http:/ /www.thcnH >t.com/btlzz/increased-pn>be-schoc >l-civil-rights-cc>mplait1ts 
(comparing the thirtv compliance reviews initiated by OCR during Obama's first two-and-a-
half \Tars in otlicc with the twenry-two compliance reviews initiated during (;eorge W. Bush\ 
cntirc eight-vear presidency). 
7. Dear Colleague Letter, Sl'fJJ:l note I, at 10-11. This instruction clarities the 
meaning of ;1 Department of Education regulation requiring schools to "adopt and publish 
griev;mce procedures providing fin· prompt and equitable resolution of student and emplo\Te 
complaints" pertaining to sex discrimination. 34 C. I-'. R. § I 06.X(b) (20 12 ). A prior guidance 
document also provided instruction regarding the "prompt and equitable" requiremenr, 
although it did not direct schools to usc a particular evidcnti;Jry standard in their disciplinary 
proceedings. Sexual Harassment (_;uidance, supra note 3, at 4, I Y-21. 
X. Dear Colleague Letter, .wpm note I, at II. 
Y. Letter trom Ass'n of Title IX Adm'rs ct al. to Russlyn Ali, Assistant Sec\· ti>r Civil 
Rights, Oftice ti>r Civil Rights, Dcp't of Educ. 2, 2 n.6 (1-'eb. 7, 2012), ;n·;u/;ihlc at 
http:/ jwww .a ti xa .org/ de >cuments/ 
( )rg.mizati<Hlai'Yt,20Signc m%20fi>r%20l)(:J "%20re%20Sexuai%20Vic >lnKc%2020 12%20 !-'IN 
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is the first OCR guidance document to announce this standard ~1s 
generally applicab!c.IO 
Much of the media attention directed at the Dear Colleague 
Letter has t(Kused on the preponderance of the evidence standard, 
specifically as applied to college and university disciplinary 
proceedings. While some leg~1l scholars and nonprofit groups 
expressed support for OCR's position, II the response from the 
popubr press was largely critical. for example, Wall Street journal 
commentator Peter Berkowitz equated the preponderance of the 
evidence standard with a "presumption of male guilt" and accused 
the Obama administration of "abandon I ing I any pretense of due 
process" in school adjudications.I2 Another commentator argued that 
college disciplinary boards "lack the training and resources to 
investigate and adjudicate tdonies," implying that thev should not 
A I "'){,20Sign'){,20on.pdf (citing comnHiniutions between ()( :R regional offices and educ1tion,1l 
institutions during the l<J<JOs and 2000s). 
I 0. OC:R \ most recmt guidance document prior to the April 20 I I Dear Colleague 
Letrn is the Revised Sexual Harassment GuiLbnce of 2001. Sexual Harassment Guidance, 
\1/f'l":l note .3. This document discusses the requirement that schools develop "prompt and 
equiuble grievance procedures," id. at I'!, but does not specifv the evidentic1ry standard schools 
are to usc. OCR characterizes the April 20 II Declr Colleague Letter as a "significant guiLbnce 
document" rhar "does nor add requirements to applic1bk law. bur provides inf(>rmarion and 
examples to inf(mll recipients about how OCR evaluates whether cmTred entities clre 
comph·ing with their leg.1l obligations." Dear Collec1gue I "etter, Sllj>J:Jnote I, at I. 
II. Sec. e.g., Letter fi·om Ass'n of Title IX Adm'rs ct a!. to Russlvn Ali, suprcl note<) 
(signed bv tiftv·sevm imtirutions and individuab). 
12. Peter Berkowitz, Cr>lk;t.;c R.clf'C Accl!S:Itlf)JJS :IJJd the l'rcswnpt!im or ,thk Gwlt, 
Well! Sr. ). (Aug. 20, 201I), 
http://online.wsj.mmjarticlejSB I 000142405.3 I I I <J035'!6<J04576516232<J05230642.html. 
.kc a!w Wmdv Kaminer, The S1 VF Act: T!:ufii1g Iihcrn· on Cunpm fi,- Sccurin·. Atlantic 
(Apr. 2S, 20 II). http://www.theatlantic.mm/nationalfarchivej20 II /04/the·Scl\'e·act·trading· 
libertv·t<>r·securitv·on·clmpus/2.37~33/ (criticizing the use of the prepomkrclnce of the 
e1·idence standard in the proposed Campus Sexual Violence Eliminc1tion ("SaVE") Act). The 
SaVE Act was introduced in the Ill th and I I 2th Congresses in the winter of 20 I 0 and spring 
of 2011, respectivdv. Sec H.R. 2016, !12th Cong. (2011 ); S. ~34, 112th Cong. (2011); S. 
40.3'!, I lith Cong. (2010); H.R. 6461, !lith Cong. (2010). Each of the af(>rementioned hills 
included a requirement that school proceedings usc a preponderance of the evidence standard 
in sexual assault proceedings. In his remarks supporting House Bill 6461, Representati1·e 
Thomc1s Perriello (D· VA) stated tlut the preponderance standard would "guarantee the 
Kcused significant due process while not making it more difficult than necessarv f(>r 
institutions to dkctivelv respond to threats to campus saktv." IS6 Cong. Rec E2055 (2010). 
Various provisions of the SaVE Act were included in The Violence Agc1inst Women 
Reauthorization Act of 2012 ("YAW A"), but the prcpondcrcmce of the evidmcc standard was 
not clmong them. .~l.·c S. I '!25, !12th Con g. ~ 304 (20 II). The SaVE Act provisions \\'CIT 
removed altogether in the House hill. Sl.·c H.R. 4'!70, !12th Cong. ~ 304 (2012) (removing 
the texr from this section of the Senate bill and instead authorizing the creation of a National 
Center f(>r Public Campus Saktv). 
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attempt to discipline students f(x sexual assault in any situation. 13 
Still a third noted that "Is lometimes, women lie about rape" ~1nd 
have compelling motivations to do so. 14 Driven by concerns about 
free speech and erroneous disciplinary outcomes, these critics view 
the preponderance standard as an attack on civil liberty directed 
specifically at men.I s 
As this Comment will demonstrate, these reactions 
fundamentally misrepresent the legal context of the Dear Colleague 
Letter ~md school adjudications. By drawing parallels between school 
disciplinary procedures and the criminal justice system, opponents of 
the preponderance of the evidence standard ignore the relationship 
between such adjudications and Title IX-a federal civil r~[{hts 
statute. The Supreme Court has recognized that student-perpetrated 
sexual harassment, including sexual assault or rape, 16 may prohibit 
students from participating in or benefitting from educatio1ul 
programs on the basis of sex_I7 If campus sexual assault1X-and 
1.3. Christina Hotf Sommers, In ,tfakJilf' Cunpuscs .S:J!<· tiw vVmncn, 11 J/·;n·csn· oF 
justice fiJJ· ,Hm. Chron. of Higher Educ. (June S, 20 II). http://chronicle.cum/article/ln-
Making-( :,m1puses-S,lk-t(n/ 127766/. 
14. Anna Rittg<"rs. Somcnincs. Womm l.ic About R;y>c, Wash. Post (Sept. 7. 20 II ). 
h rtp: / /www. wash ingt< mti mes .cc >m/news/20 I I /sep/7 /s< >metimes-w< >men-] ie-a h< >U t-
rape/?page=all. Rut sec Wmdy Murphy, Czmpus "SJ!(·n·" FJt!l hl<llll,t;en Rape l'roseumims. 
Forbes (Mav 17. 20 I 2 ). http://www.f(>rbes.comjsitesjwomensen<"ws/20 12/0S/ 17 /campus-
safety-bill-endangers-rape-prosecutions/ (expressing support t(>r prepomkrance standard). 
IS. .SL'e Berkowit;o, sup~:1note I 2. Sec ,J!w Wendy Kaminer. Sc.nJ;Ii HaJ:z.;smcnt and the 
!.one!J(·ness oF the (}vt! !Jhenm:zn Fcnnin:;·t, Atlantic (Apr. 6, 20 II). 
http://www. theatlantic .cc >m/nationaljarch i ve/20 II /04/sexml-lurassment -and- the- I< mel i ness-< >t~ 
th<"-civil-libertarian-kminist/2.36XX7/ (expressing coJK<'l'll that att<"mpts to curtail scxu,ll 
harassml'nt on campus impinge upon tiTe speech). The American Association of Univcrsitv 
l'rokssors expressed more nuanced and Jurrower concerns regarding the pr<'ponderance of the 
evidcJK<' standard, worryint; that it might erode academic tiTcdom in cases where students 
accuse professors of sexual harassment. Letter ti·om Ann E. Green, Chair. ( :omm. on Women 
in rhc Acadl'mic Proti..,ssion, Am. Ass'n of Univ. Prokssors, to Russlvn Ali, Assistant Sec\· ti>r 
Civil Rights, Otlice t(>r Civil Rights, Dq1t of Educ. (Aug. I 8, 20 II), ;/l';Iilil>!e ;It 
http://thdirc.<>rg/[mblic/pdtsjbeSdfl a71 d0eae6b7b840a2l'cdb0 I bb'>. pdt?dircct. N< >ti!hlv, 
howe\·er, neither this lcttl'r nor an e;lrlin one raised concerns 11hout the 11ppliution of the 
prcponckrance of the evidence stambrd to swdeJlfs accused of sexual assault or rape. ,Six I ,ettcr 
ti·om Gregory J-:. Schult:c, Assoc. Sec"y and Dir., Dcp't of Academic hccdom, Tenure. and 
Governance, Am. Ass"n of Univ. ProtCssors, to Russlvn Ali, Assistam Scc"y t(n· Civil Rights, 
Oftice f(ll· Civil Rights, Dq1t of Educ. (june 27, 201 I). ;/1';/i/;Ih!c ;It 
http://www .nacua.<>rg/documems/ AA UP! ,etterTo()( :R.ReSexuaiVi<>icJKe EvideJKT. pdf. 
16. ,ke sources cited supn note 4. 
17. Davis v. Monro<' Cntv. Bd. ofEduc., 526 U.S. 62'>. 6SO (I<)<)<)). 
I X. I usc the term "umpus" loosdv heJT and throughout this Comment to indicate a 
college or university community and phvsiul space associated wirh it. I do not mean to implv 
tlut colleges luve no rcsponsihilitv to investigate and respond to sexual assaults that occur in 
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university responses to it-arc to be understood within the 
appropriate legal framework, they must be viewed as civil rights 
ISSUCS. 
While it is beyond the scope of this Comment to address in detail 
the federal administr~Hivc structure that cnt()rccs Title IX, a short 
explanation may be helpful. The Dcp~1rtmcnt of Education is the 
prim~1ry agency responsible f()!· cnf()rcing Title IX in educational 
institutions of all levels (primary through postsccondary). 1lJ The 
Department issues rules and regulations, including guidance 
documents such as the April 2011 "Dear Colleague" letter, and is 
authorized to ensure compliance by terminating funding to otlcnding 
educational progr~1ms or by "any other means authorized by law. "20 
The majority of Department of Education investigations pursuant to 
Title IX arc initiated by complainants, but the agency also initiates 
some compliance reviews on its own. 21 When OCR determines that 
an institution is not in compliance, it typically settles the matter with 
a resolution agreement that docs not punish the institution but rather 
requires it to become compliant. 22 In addition to pursuing 
administrative remedies, individu~1ls may pursue a private right of 
action against institutions f()r violations of Title IX. 23 
students' pri\';lteh· leased apartmems, f(H·cxamplc. 
I 'J. Additionallv, more th;m twenty g,m·ernment agencies oversee some sort of 
educltion;l] or training programs and thus must also enti>rce Title IX within the comext of 
those progr.1ms . . ~(·c Nondiscrimin;ltion on rhc Basis of Sex in Education l'rogums or 
Acti\·ities Receiving Federal Financial Assistance, 65 Fed. Reg. 52,H5H (Aug. 30, 20()()). 
20. 20 U.S. C. § 16H2 (2006 ). Bel( H-e terminating hmding, the agmcv must conduct a 
hearing. ld The I kp.lrtmcm of Education has not terminated federal funding l(>r ;l!l\" college 
or university l(>r \'ioL!tions ofTitle IX, despite its authoritv to do so. Ware, supr;J note 2, .lt 13. 
21. Tide IX ,//](/ .~(-x DilcnimiJ;JtJ(m, Otlice l(>r Civil Rights, Dep't of Educ., 
hrrp://www2.cd.gm'/.lbout/oHices/list/ocr/docs /tix_ dis.html (last visited Apr. 12, 2012 ). 
22. .~(·e, e.g., Letter from Cnhcrine D. Criswell, Director, U.S. lkp't of Educ., Oflice 
fi>r Ci\·il Rights, ClcvcLmd Office to C;]oria A. !!age, c;eneral Counsel, E. Mich. Univ. (Nov. 
22, 2010), ;JV.IIl:Jhlc at 
http:/ /www2 .ed .g<>V/ab<>Ut/<>Hices/list/<Kt'/d<>Cs/invcstigati<ms/ 15096002-;l.pdf ( re<ptiring, 
univnsirv, filter :JII:J, to revise its grievance procedures and train stall); Letter fr01n Debbie 
Osgood, Director, U.S. lkp't of Educ., Otlice t<>r Civil Rights, Chiugo OHice to The 
Re\ncnd john l. jenkins, l'residenr, Notre Dame UniversitY (Ill.) (June 30,2011 ), :Jt':lli;I/J/c:Jt 
hrtp:f/www2.ed.gov/about/oHices/list/ocr/docsfinvestigations/ 050720 11-a.pdf (requiring the 
univer.sin·, filter ;~/i.J, to revise its policies ;l!ld procedures and usc the preponder.1nce of the 
n·idmce .standard in adjudications). 
23. 5(·e Davis v. Monroe ( :mv Bd. of Educ., 526 U.S. 62') ( l l)l)'J) (reversing summ.m· 
judgment l(>r ddi:ndant school district). In order to find ;ln eduCJtional institution liable ti>r 
discrin1ination in violation of Title IX in <l case of '"'"student-on-student sexual harassn1ent,,, id. 
.1t 639, the Supreme Court has required th;lt the ddi..'ndant act with "deliberate indifli.:renl ce I 
to known .Kts" b\· a har.1sser who "is under the school's disciplinar\' authorin·," fd .lt 647. 
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This Comment focuses exclusively on colleges and universities as 
the educational settings most relevant to the problem of campus 
sexual assault. It argues that Title IX gives universities the right and 
duty to respond effectively to incidents of scxu<ll assault within their 
communities. Requiring universities to usc the preponderance of the 
evidence standard in adjudications of student-perpetrated sexual 
<lssault is a key part of an cfli:ctivc response, in large part because it 
encourages victims of assault to report the incident. This Comment 
thus aims to contcxtualizc and ddcnd the usc of the preponderance 
of the evidence standard in school adjudications f(>r sexual assault. 
The analysis begins by exploring the usc of the preponderance 
standard in civil cases and particularly in civil rights cases. Part I 
situates Title IX and the preponderance standard squarely within the 
realm of civil rights law. Addition<llly, Part I demonstrates that Title 
IX is not the only legal context in which sexual assault is understood 
as civil rights matter. 
l\1rt II counters the view that the preponderance st<llKiard is 
especially problematic in cases of sexual assault. It argues that 
criticism of this standard can be attributed in part to common 
miscomprchcnsions of the f~Ktual circumstances surrounding campus 
sexual assaults. This Part addresses evidence that the typical campus 
sexual assault is not a mistake or a misunderstanding, but an 
intentional act of predation. Accordingly, it argues that the rights of 
students accused of sexual assault, while undeniably important, 
should not prevail over the rights of alleged and potential victims, 
whose educational opportunities arc likely to be diminished 
f(>llowing an assault. Thus, Part II calls f(>r equal consideration of the 
rights of complainants and respondents-an equilibrium rdkctcd in 
the preponderance standard, which docs not give one student's word 
greater weight than another's. 
finally, Part III assesses the unique context of a university 
community, noting that universities have discretion over the 
standards of conduct to which they hold their members. Part III 
concludes the analysis by demonstrating that colleges and universities 
arc not only able-and obligated-to respond to incidents of sexual 
assault, but arc also well equipped to do so. 
The orientation of this Comment is thus both descriptive and 
normative. It demonstrates that the preponderance of the evidence 
standard is, legally speaking, the correct standard to apply in college 
adjudications of sexual assault. further, it argues that universities 
should commit to using this standard not merely f(>r tear of legal 
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s~mctions should they hi! to comply, but because universities arc 
uniquely positioned to address sexual violence within their 
communities in a way that the criminal justice system is not. 
II. THE STANDARD Ot: PROO~ IN CIVIL AND CIVIL RIGHTS 
ADJUDICATION 
Critics of the Dear Colleague Letter have emphasized the alleged 
criminal conduct of ~1n accused student to argue that educational 
institutions should usc a heightened evidentiary standard when 
adjudicating cases of rape or sexual assault. 24 They reason that 
because rape is considered a serious crime, an alleged rapist must be 
f(mnd "guilty" beyond a rc1sonable doubt, regardless of where his 
adjudication takes place. 2S I I ow ever, this argument misconstrues the 
way that burdens of proof arc allouted within the legal system. 
Because Title IX requires colleges to address sexual ass~mlt as ~l civil 
rights matter, OCR is legally justified-indeed, is f(>Jiowing legal 
precedent-in requiring schools to usc a civil standard. 
A. TITLE IX AS A CIVIL RIGHTS STATUTE 
In order to understand what standard of proof is required bv a 
certain type of legal proceeding, we must look to how our legal 
system categorizes that proceeding. The standard of evidence used 
depends on the nature of the proceedings-criminal or civil-and the 
specific causes of action; it docs not depend on the alleged conduct of 
the defendant. Because many acts arc both potential crimes and 
potential torts, the same act may be subject to two ditlcrcnt stand~1rds 
of evidence in two separate procccdings.26 Rape and sexual ~1ssault 
arc no exception to this pattern; in t~Kt, a rising number of civil suits 
f(>r rape and sexual assault have been filed over the past fC\v 
dccadcs.27 Whether a p~uticular harm is dealt with through the 
24. Sec soU ITt'S cited supu notes 12-15. 
2S. fd 
26. 0.). Simpson's two trials--one t(Jr murder, in which he was acquitted, and another 
t(Jr wrongful death, in which he was t(mnd liable t(Jr one of two de,lths-is a particubrlv well-
known example. SI.'C Oppression and AfcJ!J(·c: lllc 0./. S1inpson Civil Trial (PBS television 
bro,llkast l'eh. 5, I 'J97), ;ll';Jii:Jblc ;It http://www.pbs.org/newshour/hb/law/jan-
june97jsimpson_2-5.html (discussing the ditll:ring burdens of proof in two trials). Sec .1/m 
gcncJOII!J•Tom I .ininger, J, It Wrong to Sue lhr Rape?, 57 Duke 1..). 1557 (200X) (addressing 
ci\·il litig,ltion t< Jr sexual ass,udt and the interaction of the civi I and criminal legal regimes). 
27. Lininger, supr:1note 26, at 156X-7:l. 
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criminal justice system, civil justice system, or both depends, in part, 
on the nature of the harm itself~ but also on the choices of the 
individual who has sutlercd the alleged harm and the discretion of 
prosecutors. 2X 
The United States legal system uses three different standards of 
proof to determine a defendant's responsibility f()r criminal acts or 
his or her liability f()r civil injuries. The highest standard of proof~ 
which requires f:1Ct finders to believe "beyond a reasonable doubt" 
that a defendant has engaged in the conduct at issue, is used only in 
criminal cases where the defendant bees the prosccutorial power of 
the government. 2'J For nearly all civil cases, the significantly lower 
"preponderance of the evidence" standard is used, whereby a 
defendant will be held liable if bet finders believe that the defendant 
has more likely than not engaged in the conduct giving rise to 
liability. 30 The third, middle standard, known as the "clear and 
convincing" standard, is perhaps the most ditticult to define. Courts 
have varied in their interpretations of this standard, stating, t()r 
example, that it requires the plaintitTs version of events to be "highly 
probably true," or that it necessitates evidence that "enables the t:Kt 
finders to come to a clear conviction, without hesitation. "31 
When a student at an educational instihltion rapes or sexually 
assaults another, the incident may be understood in three different 
ways: as ~l crime, a tort, and/or a civil rights violation. The alleged 
victim may choose to seck criminal charges or initiate a civil tort suit 
against the perpetrator; the alleged victim may also seck both or 
neither of those options. In addition, the alleged victim may opt to 
tile a grievance with the university, requiring it to respond to the 
incident once it is aware of what has occurred and to initiate 
disciplinary proceedings against the alleged perpetrator if the alleged 
victim wishes it. 32 
2X. .~(·c l'rclinHiWT l'rocccdings, 33 Gco. L.j. Ann. Rev. Crim. !'roc. I 'J3, I ')3 n.6SO 
(2004). 
2'J. Ct: 21 B Charles ALm Wright eta!., 1-'cLkral Practice and Procedure §§ S 122. S 122 
n.'J3 (2d ed. 2012) (noting that attempts to extend the beyond a reasonable doubt standard to 
non-criminal actions have not been succe"ti.d). 
30. 32A C.) .S. F17dcncc § 1627 n. 7 (20 12) (noting that "the fi..·w exceptions to the 
preponderance standard in ci\·il ctses arc very limited and include only those cases involving 
ti·aud or possible loss of individlullibcrtv, citizenship, or parental rights."). 
31. 21 B Wright et ,1!., supra note 29, at nn.'J4, 'J6, ')7 (citing Har v. Borciko, 'JX6 A.2d 
1072, IOXO (Conn. App. Ct. 2010); Cobb v. Levcndeckcr, 200 S.W.3d 'J24, ')26 (Ark. Ct. 
App. 200S)). 
32. lk,tr Colleague Letter, Sllf'J:Jnotc I, at 4, R-'J. In order f(Jr a school to be li.Jblc t<H· 
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Because Title IX is a civil rights statute-modeled after Title VI, 
\vhich prohibits discrimination within educational programs on the 
basis of race, color, and n~nional origin33_scxual ass~ndts occurring 
within the context of educational institutions must be understood as 
an act implicating discrimination "on the basis of sex. "34 Title IX is 
concerned not only with prohibiting patterns of discrimination 
within schools, but also with ensuring the ability of individuals to 
pursue an education regardless of their sex. In the words of J usticc 
Stevens, "Title IX . . . sought to accomplish two related, but 
nevertheless somewhat different, objectives. first, Congress wanted 
to avoid the usc of tl:dcral resources to support discriminatory 
practices; second, it wanted to provide individual citizens dlcctivc 
protection against those practices. "35 
In administering Title IX, the Dcp~lrtmcnt of Education and 
OCR pursue both of the objectives identified by Justice Stevens. 
Thus, Title IX, as understood by its key cnf()!-cemcnt agency, docs 
not merely require that schools refrain from engaging in atlirmativc 
discriminatory actions. It also requires schools to respond to 
discriminatory acts as potential violations of a student's civil rights-
as acts that may cause a victim to "be excluded from participation in, 
I or I denied the benefits of ... I an I education program or activity. "36 
Civil rights causes of action have consistently been adjudicated 
using the preponderance standard. 37 The most hmiliar example is 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits 
employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 
or national origin. In 1989, the Supreme Court confirmed that the 
standard of proof typically applied to civil disputes is also appliclbk 
Lbmages, actu.ll (rather them constructive) notice is required. Davis v. Monroe Cnn·. Bd. of 
Educ., 526 U.S. 62'1, 640-42, 647 ( 1'1'1'1). 
33. 42 u.s.c. § 2000]) (2006). 
34. 20 U.S.C. § 16Xl (2006). 
35. Cannon v. Univ. of Chi., 441 U.S. 677, 704 ( 1'17'1) (citing <llld comparing 110 
Cong. Rec. 1540, 7062 ( 1'164) (pertaining to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1'164), \\ith 
II X Con g. Rec. 5X06-07 ( 1'172) (pertaining to Title IX)). 
36. Scc20 U.S.<:§ l6Xl (2006); Dear Colleague Letter, Sllf'J:Jnote l, at II; Sexual 
Harassment Guidance, supt:l note 3, clt 5-7, '1-13 .• ~(·c alw id at 12 ("If a student sexually 
harasses another studem and the harassing conduct is sutticientlv serious to dcnv or limit the 
student's <lbilin· to participate in or bendit ti·om the program, cmd if the school knows or 
reclsonablv should know about the harassment, the school is responsible l(>r raking immediate 
dkctive action to climinclte the hostile environment cmd prevent its recurrence.") (citing 34 
C.JC.R. § 106.3l(b) (2012)). 
37. Sec, e.g., Bazemore v. hidav, 47X U.S. 3X, 400 ( l'IX6 ). 
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to Title VII cases: 
Conventional rules of civil litigation generally apply in Title VII 
cases, and one of these rules is that parties to civil litigation need 
only prove their case by a preponderance of the evidence. 
Exceptions to this standard arc uncommon, and in fKt arc 
ordinarily recognized only when the government seeks to take 
unusual coercive action-action more dramatic than entering an 
award of money damages or other conventional relief--against an 
individual. :;x 
This standard is also used in litigation of Title VI, -'9 the statute 
upon which Title IX was expressly modcled.40 federal courts have 
consistently applied the preponderance standard to Title IX cases 
brought against educational institutions. for example, the Sixth 
Circuit stated that a school district may be liable for the sexual abuse 
of a student if the "lp Jlaintitf demonstrates by a preponderance of the 
evidence each of the I necessary I elcments,"41 and the first Circuit 
applied the same standard to a case involving equality of athletic 
opportunities.42 Moreover, OCR uses the preponderance of the 
evidence standard when investigating and resolving complaints 
:lX. Price Wc!terhouse v. Hopkins, 4<JO U.S. 22X, 2S:l (I <JX<J) (all concurring justices in 
a pluralitv opimon agreeing that the preponderance standard <lpplies) (citing "termination of 
parental rights," involuntary commitment," "deportation," and "denaturalization" as examples 
of such "unusual coercive action" bv the government) (citations omitted), ,\1/f'Ct:lnlcd lw 
sr.Itlltc, Civil Rights Act of I<J<JI, Pub. L. No. 102-166, 105 Stat. 1074 § 107, :Is nn~!',Illxcd III 
Landgrafv. USI Film Prods., SI I U.S. 244, 2SI (I<J<J4). 
3<J. 5(·c Elston v. Talladega ( :ntv. Bd. of Educ., <J<J7 F.2d I :l<J4, 1407 (I I th Cir. I <J<J3 ); 
42 U.S.C § 20001) (2006). As the Supreme Court has poimed om, Title VI served as a model 
t(>r Title I X; the language of the two statutes is identical except l(>r the protected classes named 
and the addition of the word "education" in Title IX . . ~(·c Cmnon, 441 U.S. at 6<J4-<JX, 6<)4-
<JS n.16. Other civil rights statlltes, including Sections I <JX I, I <JX:l, and I <JXS, also usc the 
preponderance standard. Sec, e.g., Lynch v. Belden & Co., XX2 f.2d 262, 267, 26<J (7th Cir. 
I <JX<J) (Section I <JX I claim). 
40. Cumon, 441 U.S. at 6<)4 -<JX, 6<)4- <JS n. 16. 
4I. Willic1ms ex rei. Hart v. !'aim Vallcv Lou! Sch. Dist., 400 f.:ld 360, 364 (6th Cir. 
200S); sec :IIw Bostic v. Smyrna Sch. Dist., 4IX F.:ld 3SS, 360 (3d Cir. 2005) (plaintitF"has 
the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that a school official with the power 
to take action to correct the discrimination had actual notice of the discrimination"). 
42. Cohm v. Brown Univ., <J<JI F.2d XXX, <J02 (lst C:ir. I<J<J:l). Title IX is not 
analogous to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act in all respects; l(>r example, in 0Jhm, the First 
Circuit declined to applv Title VII's burden-shifting rules to a Titk IX claim. !d. .~(·c :IIw 
Cohen v. Brown Univ., 101 f.:ld ISS, 176 77 (1st Cir. I<J<J6). Also, in (/chscr 1'. [,ago Vi,ra 
!ndcpcndcnr School J)imicr, the Supreme Court declined to apply Title VII's mnstructi\'e 
notice standard to cases of teacher-student sexual harassment, noting that the "contrcJCtual 
nature" of Title IX requires that schools have actual notice of harassment hd(H'C they bee the 
risk of suspension or termination ofkdcral timding. S24 U.S. 274, 2X7 -XX (I <J<JX ). 
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against institutions and conducting administrative hcarings.4-' 
L L L 
In requiring schools to investigate and respond to cases of sexual 
harassment or sexual violence within their communitics,44 OCR 
assigns to schools some of the responsibility for enforcing Title IX. 
In other words, through OCR's administration of Title IX, schools 
arc tasked with providing "individual citizens cHcctivc protection 
against I discriminatory I practiccs."45 Accordingly, schools arc 
expected to usc adjudicatory procedures consistent with those 
employed at the agency levcJ.46 This consistency is meaningful for 
two reasons. first, it positions schools as partners of OCR in the 
cnt()rccment of Title IX and not merely as entities controlled by 
OCR. Second, it clarifies the purpose of school adjudications for 
cases of rape or sexual assault. OCR calls upon schools to adjudicate 
these cases not in order to assess the criminality of an alleged act, but 
to consider whether one student's actions have had a discrimitutorv 
dfcct upon another student that may impede the latter's access to 
educational opportunities. In other words, it calls upon schools to 
respond to sexual harassment and sexual assault as potential 
viobtions of a student's civil rights. 
R. Ik:mnd Title IX: Rape ;znd Sexual Assault as Civil Rights 
Viohtions 
Despite the legal context of Title IX as a civil rights law and 
despite the role that educational institutions play in helping to 
ent()rce Title IX, many critics of the Dear Colleague Letter assert that 
sexual assault seems diHcrent somehow from other discriminatory 
acts. I Iowcver, Title IX is not the only leg<ll context in which rape 
and sexual assault have been understood as civil rights violations and 
adjudicated using the preponderance of the evidence st<mdard. Most 
notably, the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 ("V AW A") took 
this approach in creating a civil rights cause of action t()r "crimes of 
4:l. D<"clr C:olil"cl)l;ll<" Lntn, suprclnot<" I, at II, II nn.27 2X. 
44. :l4 C.l'.R. § 106.X(b) (2012); Scxual Harc1ssmmt Guidance, sup1:1notl" :l, ,It I'J-
21. 
4S. C111non, 441 U.S. at 704; sec aim Gcbsn; S24 U.S. at 2X6 (quoting ti·otn 
C111non). )usticc St<"vcns' rdctTIK<" to individual "protcction" in his C:111non opinion sccms to 
rd(:r to ,, privat<" r<"mcdy. I mcrdv borrow his words herc to argue that OCR has pbc<"d on 
schools much of the rcsponsihilitv t(>r cnfi>rcing Titk IX as cl mcms of ensuring thc prcwmion 
of discrimincltorv conduct, rclthcr tlun requiring thcm onlv to respond to discrimincltion or 
lur,1ssmcm attn the LKt. 
46. lkar Collcaguc Lcttcr, ,\1/fJJ:Jnotc I, at II, II nn.27-2X. 
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violence motivated by gender. "47 VA W A also explicitly referred to 
preponderance of the evidence as the applicable standard.4X 
VA W A's civil rights remedy aimed to rcframc the legal context in 
which gender-based violence is understood. Congress sought to 
provide victims of gender-based violence an alternate means of 
rcdrcss,49 noting that various features of criminal law, such as 
prosccutorial discretion and the high st~1ndard of proof~ make 
successful prosecution of rape cases particularly difficult. 50 
VA W A's remedy f:1intly resembles school adjudications by 
aiming to remedy discriminatory conduct. Thus, it is concerned 
primarily with the effects of such conduct on the victim, rather than 
with the conduct of the allegedly discriminatory actor. Title IX and 
school adjudications of sexual assault diftcr from the VA W A civil 
rights remedy in that the f(>rmcr were not intended as alternatives to 
criminal law and arc not typically understood as such. s I 
When the Supreme Court struck down VA W A's civil rights 
remedy in 2000, it did not question the propriety of applying a civil 
rights remedy to rape, sexual assault, or domestic violence, but held 
that the kdCJ~Il government could not cnf(>rcc such a measure under 
the Commerce Clause or section five of the fourteenth 
Amendmcnt.52 Strong state support f(x a civil rights approach to 
gender violence was evidenced, however, by a joint amicus brief 
submitted by thirty-six state attorneys general asking the Court to 
uphold VA W A's cause of action. 53 Today, a few jurisdictions provide 
a statutory civil rights remedy, in addition to a tort remedy f(>r rape 
47. 42 U.S.C. § 139XI (2006), JJW;i/idztcdlwUnited States v. Morrison, 52<) U.S. 5<)X 
(2000). 
4X. !d. § I 39X I (e)( I) (indicating that, to prevail under the civil rights cause of action, a 
plaintiff must be able to demonstrate by the prepomkrance of the evidence that the harm 
suffered was "motivated bv gender"); S. Rep. No. I 02-197, at 50 (I<)<) I) (discussing the 
prepomkrance of the evidence standard as the tvpical st;mdard used lc>r civil rights uses). 
49. S. Rep. No. I02-I97, at474X (referring to"an alternative h:der.1l t(mJm"). 
50. !d. at 46 47. 
5 I. C'f zd ;lt 43 ("I W le need I ;l civil rights remedv I because no existing anti bias I sic I 
crime l.nvs tidly protecr against gender-based ass;Julrs. But we also need I a civil rights remedv I 
beG! use existing St;lte remedies have proven insufficient to protect women ;Jgainst some of the 
most persistent ;1Jld serious of crimes .... Estimates show tlut a rape survivor nuv have ;ls little 
as a 5-pcrcent dunce of having her rapist convicted."). 
52. Aforrimn, 52<) U.S. at 6 I 7, 626 27. 
53. Brief l(>r the State of Arizona et al. as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioners' Brief 
on the Merits at 2 3, United States v. Morrison, 52<) U.S. 59X (Nos. <)<).5, 99-29), I<)<)<) WI. 
I 032X09. ,\(·c aim Lininger, supra note 26, ;Jt I 56X-73 (200X ). 
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or sexual assault. S4 
Usc of the preponderance standard f(>r civil rights violations 
indicates the intention among v~uious lawmakers to assess alleged 
discriminatory conduct under a st~mdard that docs not privilege the 
defendant's word over the complainant's word_5S In civil rights 
litig~nion, lawmakers choose not to employ a more heightened 
st~1mbrd, 56 even though state courts occasionally usc the higher clear 
~md convincing standard when civil cases involve "quasi-criminal" 
conduct such as fr~md or when liability may damage ~1 defendant's 
reputation. 57 Although discriminating against an individual on the 
basis of race, gender, or national origin is not criminal or qu~1si­
criminal conduct, it may nevertheless seriously atlcct one's 
reputation. Y ct by writing the preponderance of the evidence 
standard into VA W A's private right of action and Title VII, 
Congress struck ~1n appropriate balance between claimants and those 
individuals who have been haled into court due to their allegedly 
discriminatory actions. sx federal courts and the Department of 
Education have done the same with Title IX. 
OCR's instruction to universities to usc the preponderance of the 
evidence standard when adjudicating cases of sexual assault is neither 
unprecedented nor illogical. The Supreme Court has recognized that 
sexual harassment, which includes rape and sexual assault, presents a 
civil rights issue under Title IX when such conduct is "so severe, 
pervasive, and objectively ofknsivc that it dkctivcly bars the victim's 
access to an educational opportunity or bcncfit."59 OCR has not 
S4. C:Lm: Bushev, WIJI' I>on't /vforc Womm Sue J7J<·ir Rapim?, Slate (Mav 26, 2010), 
http://www .slate .com/ 
clrticksjLI<>uhlc_ xjdoubkxj20 I 0/0S/why_ dont_nH>IT _women_ sue _their_rapisrs.html (noting 
thclt Illinois, C1litim1ia, and New York City have civil rights causes of action similar to 
VAWA's). 
5S. Sec H.R. Rep. No. XX-'JI4 ( I'J6.3) (requiring the Equ,ll Emplovment Opportunity 
Commission to prove "discrimin,ltion bv a pn:pomkrancc of the evidence"); S. Rep. No. I 02-
1 'J7, at S I (I<)<) I) ("It is a basic lege\ I rule that civil cases ... do not require the kind of proof 
"bevond a re,lsonahk doubt" demanded in criminal uses. Litcrallv thousands of civil rights 
uses ha\'l· proceeded under the traditional civil "preponderance" standard; IV A W A's civil-
rights remedv I simplv ti>llows suit."). 
56. .~(·c sources cited SUJ>rclnotes .37-4.3. 
S 7. 16 ( :.) .S. Cl J!JstitutionJI Lm· § 1776 (20 12). 
SX. 42 U.S.C. § !.3'JXI (c)( I) (2006), JiJI'a!idJtcd lw United States v. Morrison, S2'J 
L:.s. 5'JX (2000); S. Rep. No. 102-I'J7, atS4 (I'J'JI). 
S<J. Davis \'. Monroe Cnty. Bd. of Educ., S26 U.S. 629, 6.3.3 ( I<J<J<J) (citing the 
stcmdard tin· a private damages c\ction agc1inst a school hoard arising out of student-on-student 
scxtullur.lssment). 
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"abandon! ed I any pretense of due process," as one critic decbred.60 
Rather, it has f(>llowed well-established procedural precedent th~u 
requires the usc of this standard f(>r civil rights claims. 
III. COLLEGE RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT: EXAMINING 
ASSUMPTIONS 
Much of the criticism of the preponderance of the evidence 
standard is motivated by a fear that this standard will make innocent 
young men more likely to be /;//scly f(mnd responsible f(>r rape.61 
This is a tear worth taking seriously. But the assumptions upon 
which this tear is grounded must be seriously examined, rather than 
immediately accepted as truth. Rape and sexual assault regularly 
occur on and around college campuses. The vast majority of incidents 
arc never reported, and few perpetrators arc ever disciplined. 
furthermore-and perhaps more significantly-research shows that 
rape is often not an accident or a romantic misadventure, but rather 
an intentional act of predation. The realities of rape on campus 
should prompt a rcframing of the problem to f(>eus not only on the 
rights of the accused, but also on the needs of victims f(>r mcaningf111 
recognition and remedies. 
A. The Prevalence o{Rape and Sexual A.Hault 1i1 Colkgc 
C(JmmwJitics 
A study recently conducted by the National Institute of Justice 
("NI]") and tlmdcd by the U.S. Department of Justice f(mnd that 
one in f(mr or one in five female college students is a victim of rape, 
sexual assault, or attempted rape or sexual assault during her time in 
collcgc.62 The NI] acknowledges that other studies have arrived at 
60. Bnkowitz, supn1 note 12. 
61. .S<-c Id.; Rittgns, Sllf'O note 14; Harvey Silvcrgbte, res )vfc;l/1.\ J"cs---J::rnyJt (}Jl 
Cunpus, Wall. St. ). (July 15, 2011), 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB I 000 1424052702303671l7045764400 1411 9961l294.html. 
62. Christophn 1'. Krebs et ;11., Nat'! Inst. of justice, The Campus Sexual Assault (CSA) 
Studv 5-3 (2007), ;W;u/:Jh!c ;~t https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdtliks I /nij/grants/22!153.pdf. This 
studv of 5,466 women enrolled at one of two Llrge public universities screened t(n what it 
termed "incapaciuted sexual assault" in addition to "physically t<nu:d sexual assault." !d. at vii, 
ix. Incap;lcitated sexual ass;Ht!t encompasses '\mv unwanted sexual contact occurring when .1 
victim is unable to provide consent or stop what is luppening because she is passed out, 
drugged, drunk, incapacitated, or asleep." !d. at 1-5. This studv t(nmd '\-crv low" rates of 
sexual ass;Ht!t selt~reported among the I ,375 college men it surveved. /d. ;lt vii. While this 
Comment, am! the sources it cites, t(JCus primary on sexual assault occuring to college women, 
it docs not disclose the possibility that Title IX requires universities to respond similarlv to 
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lower victimization ratcs63 and explains that discrepancies seem to be 
largely due to vari<ltions in the definition of r<lpc and sexual assault 
employed, the wording of survey questions, and the context in which 
questions arc asked and answcrcd.64 Despite the methodological 
variations in survey design, there is ample support for the one-in-five 
statistic, which has been reproduced or approxinutcd in other 
studics.65 
The vast majority of sexual assaults in <l university community arc 
never reported to campus authorities or police, as demonstrated by 
glaring discrepancies between the one-in-five estimation-and even 
much more conservative estimates-and the number of incidents tlut 
schools report. Although universities arc required under the Clcry 
Act to report all sexual offenses occurring on campus or on 
univcrsity-<lfliliatcd property, the Clcry Act docs not require the 
reporting of off-campus sexual offenses, such as assaults that occur in 
a student's pnvate apartment. 66 furthermore, universities have 
snual clssaulr occuring to male students. 
63. .~(·c Nar'l Insr. of justice, Afc;1.mni1g hnJLICII<T, Scxml Assault on Campus (Oct. I, 
200X 1, http:/ jwww .11 ij .g< >V /t< >pies/crime /r.lJ1L-Sl"Xtul-violctKe/ campusjmeclsuring. hrm. 
64. 5(·c id. A 2004 report sponsored bv the Ncnional Institute of justice ("NI)") 
comp.1red two survevs, both of which surveyed approximarc!v 4,440 college women. l\otmie S. 
Fisher, Measuring Rape Against Women: The Significance of Sun·cv· Questions (2004 ), 
,1\',1/l.lhlc .It http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdttiks 1/nij/1 <J<J70S.pdf One of the survcvs c1sked 
''hehaviorc1lly specific" screening questions, ddined as questions that "do[[ not ask simplv if a 
respondent had been raped [or assaulted [ hut rcnher descrih[ e [ an incident in grc1phic Lmguagc 
rhar covers the clcmcnrs of cl criminc1l oflcnsc." !d. at 1--4--X. The other sunT\' did nor usc 
graphicallv worded screening questions, but instead asked, f(l!' example, "whether a respondenr 
'has been f(>rced or coerced to engage in unwantt:d sexual eKtivirv."' !d. The survev using 
bcluviorellh· specific questions resulted in nearlv ten rinKs more women reporting that rhn· had 
been subjected ro completed rape than the other survn·. !d. at 1--4--10. 
6S. Bonnie S. Fisher <:t ell., Nar'l lnsr. of justice, The Sexual Victimization of College· 
Women I 0 (2000), ,1\';Ii/;lhk ;n htrps://www.ncjrs.gov/pdttilcs l/nij/18236<J.pdf (finding that 
2.X'Y., of t<:me1k college srudenr respondenrs had experienced completed or attempted rape 
during the then-current academic year (a period of about seven monrhs). This percemage mav 
reach 20% or hight:r as students typiully spmd f(Jur to tivc years, or f(>rt\'-t:ight to sixtv· 
months, in college) . . ke ;1/w Melissa ). Himclcin, Ri1·k f:l<nnx fiJr .kxwl VI(·timi:ution in 
/);nin,~.;: A !.ongiwdin!l Swdr· oF OJ!kge Womm, I<) l'ysch. of Women Q. 31, 36-37, 40 
(I <J<JS) (noting then 8% of el sample of colleg;e wom<:n had experienced unwanred sexttal 
conduct, 13% "sexual coercion" or elttempted rape, ami 8% completed rape over a rhirry-tvvo-
momh period since emcring college); Bonnie S. Fisher cr a!., Cnine III the h'mT 1!m·er: The 
rn d ;IIId .~(}[free.\ oFSwdmt Vicn/niz;ltion, 36 Criminologv 617, 682 X4, 6<J I ( I <J<J8) (finding 
that 3% of a sample of college srudems consisting of S6% women .md 44% men reported 
being the victims of sexual as.s.Htlt, attempted rape, or rape since the beginning of the then-
current school \Telr); Krebs eta!., supn1note 62, at 2--1 to 2--2 (sumnurizing other studies). 
66. Kristen I nmbardi & Kristin jones, Cunpm Sexual A.ls;w/t Starim(:,· /)on 't Add [lp, 
Center f(>r Public lmt:grity (Dec. 2, 200<J), 
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strong incentives to keep the number of incidents they report as low 
as possible, and many scholars and investigators have found pervasive 
undcrrcporting and miscatcgorizing of statistics. 67 The Department 
of Education's database of Clery statistics shows that, in 2008, four-
year instihltions reported just under 3,000 incidents of "forcible 
sexual ot1cnscs."6:-l During that same year, there were 6,878,000 
female undergraduate students enrolled in four-year instih1tions, 
according to the U.S. Census Burcau.69 Given that the statistics do 
not account f(x assaults in otT-campus student housing, it equates to 
about one in 2500. One study found that 95 1YcJ of college sexual 
assault victims do not report the incident to policc,7° and another 
found that less than l% of college-student victims initiate a gricv~1ncc 
procedure within their university. 71 
College students who have been raped or sexually assaulted stay 
silent in overwhelming numbers. As a result, their perpetrators arc 
free to commit the same acts on another victim-perhaps scvcr~1l 
victims. 72 Y ct opponents of the Dear Colleague I ~cttcr and other 
legal measures designed to address college sexual ass~1ult arc more 
concerned by the prospect that a man might be wrongly accused than 
by the reality that most sexual assaults pass without recognition or 
rcmedv. As one commentator notes, "Is jomctimcs, women lie about 
rape. . . . The motivations for a woman to make a hlsc rape 
http: I lwww. pub! ici ntegri ty .< >rgl2009 I 1210219045 lcampus-.sexual-.lssa ult -sta tistics-d< Jil-t -add. 
67. .~(·c, c.,t;., 1d; Kathy Aim, lhc Pmdu!um Swings Hxkw.mls: ll1c (/ciT Act ,'v/usr 
He Amended ro Address Uni~'L·rsin· l'o!idcs t!ur f)iscouu!'c Rape R<J'Ortin,t;, 31 Wo.\11-:l'-:'s 
RTS. L. REI'. 514, 531 -33 (2009) (addressing perverse incentives .md •Kcidmtal, as well as 
intentional misreporring of statistics). 
6:-l. Office of l'ostsecombry Educ., Dep't of Educ., The Cunpus SJ!(·rv and Securin· 
D.Jt.J An.IIJ:Iil ClJttJiJg Tool, Securit:v, http:llope.ed.govlsccuritylindcx.aspx (last \'isited Ike. 
2 I, 20 I 2 ). This number was reached by sdecting i(H· private, public, .md t(,r-protit f(Jur-\Tar 
instit:LJtions and then adding the data f(>r incidents occurring in on-campus, non-campus, and 
public property locations. Incidents occurring on-umpus in student housing arc included 
within the Llrgcr on-campus Lltegorv. The Clcry statistics also include "non-t<>rciblc" sexu.1! 
offenses. Althoul,!;h this utcgory is intended to cncomp•lSS only statlltorv rape or incest, id., 
some schools misukenlv categorize date rape as "non-i(>reibk." Sec Lomb,lrdi & jones, supu 
note 66. The number of non-f(>rciblc sexual otlcnses reponed in 200:-l was f(>rtv-two. !d. 
69. U.S. Census Burc.1u, T;~b/c 278: ff{t.;hcr r'duurion- Institutions and h'nro//ment 
1980 ro 2009, Statistical Abstract of the United States, .waibb!c .Jt 
http:llwww.ccnsus.g<ll/compcndiajstatabl20 I 2ltablcsl I 2s027:-l. pdf. 
70. hshcr ct a!., supr•Inotc 65, •lt 23. 
71. Krebs eta!., supu note 62, at 5-26. 
72. Sec David Lisak & !'au! M. Miller, Repeat R.1pe •Jnd ,'vfulnj'!c 0/kl/(IIiig Among 
[ !ndcrectcd R.1pis·t1, 17 V Iolcnce & Victims 73 (2002) (noting thar more than half of the I 20 
men who •ldmirted to committing rape h.1d repeated the ofknse at least once). 
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~lllcgation arc legion: guilt, regret, even revenge. "73 
It would seem logical that if women purportedly have compelling 
reasons to report L1lse rapes, they should have even more compelling 
reasons to report real ones. Instead, victims cite many compelling 
reasons not to report. Often, the perpetrator is a friend or 
;Kquaintance, and the victim may kcl personal or social pressure to 
avoid labeling him a "rapist" or exposing him to conviction or 
disciplinary procedures within the schooJJ4 Victims may also ted ;l 
sense of shame or embarrassment, and they often do not \vant their 
Elmily or ;Kquaintances to know ;lbo{Jt the incidentJS They 
tl-cquently cite their lack of proof that the incident really occurred 
;md their resulting tear that any report they make would not be 
belicved.76 Some victims do not want to disclose that drug or alcohol 
usc was involved in the assault; they may tear that disciplinary action 
will be taken against them or their tl·icndsJ7 furthermore, victims 
believe that reporting the incident may expose them to further 
victimization: one survey showed that nearly 25<7!'J of victims of 
completed (not attempted) rape believed tlut police would treat 
them with hostility, and another t(mnd that 13% of victims of 
attempted or completed rape or sexual assault teared repris;ll from 
their attackerJX Sadly, these tears ;lrc not unt(mndcd. Victims who 
have reported assaults often state that their friends treated them with 
disbelief or animosity and that college or law ent()rcemcnt ofticials 
responded with indifterencc or even attempted to discourage them 
tl·om pursuing a case. 7<J 
Moreover, many victims seem to misapprehend the legal 
definition of rape, at least as it applies to their personal experiences. 
In the 2000 NIJ study, slightly over half of the womcn who had an 
experience that meets the legal definition of rape answered "no" 
when asked, "Do you consider this incident to be a rape?"XO 
73. Rittgns, Sllf>J:l note 14. 
74. hshn et ;\\., supr;~ note 6S, at 17-19. 
7S. fd at 23. 
76. !d. 
77. Krebs ct a\., supr;~ note 62, at S-24. 
7X. hshcr eta\., supr;~ note 6S, at 26; Krebs ct a\., supr;Jnote S7, at S-24. 
7<J. Kristin jones, H;~rricJ:,· Clu·h Reporting on Cunpus Scxwl Ass;~u/t, Centn }-:or 
Public lnt<:gritv (Ike. 2, 2010), 
http: I lwww. pub! ici ntcgri tv.< >rgli JJVestigati< msl cam pus _assaultlarticlcslentrv I I X221. 
XO. hshcr eta\., supr;Jnote 6S, at IS (s;Hnplc asked in neutr;ll, non-lcg,lllangmge about 
acts tlut meet the definition of Llpe). 5(·c ,J!m jacqueline C:hev;llicr Minow & Christopher J. 
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Similarly, in another sample, 64(Y<J of victims of attempted or 
completed sexual assault or rape who did not report their incidents 
noted that one of their reasons f{x not reporting was a sense that the 
incident was "not serious enough to report. "II I While some cnt1cs 
claim that these responses invalidate the surveys by calling into 
question how they define rape, 112 this response ignores the 
complexities of human behavior. Individuals respond to sexual 
assault in varied ways, some seemingly counterintUitive. The 
respondents may have wished to avoid thinking of themselves as 
vict1ins, may have been hesitant to call the perpetrator-often a 
friend, (ex- )boyfriend, or acquaintance-a r:zpis·t, or may have 
believed that "real" rape is committed by strangers or involves 
additional acts of violence or extreme f(>rce. 113 Regardless of how one 
interprets this finding, it supports the general conclusion that f:1r 
more college women have experienced some f{xm of sexual 
victimization than have reported it. 
B. R:zpc :zs :zn Act oF!ntcntJ(m:zf Prcd:m(m 
Opposition to OCR's heightened enforcement approach 
demonstrates a misapprehension of rape and sexual assault within 
university communities. Concerned with the "ambiguity that often 
attends sexual encounters" between young people, Peter Berkowitz 
opined that "where erotic desire is involved, intentions can be 
obscure, passions conflicting, the heart murky and the soul 
divided. "114 Berkowitz and others have also noted that romantic 
encounters among college sn1dents frequently involve alcohol. 1\5 
Einolt~ .Si>roritJ· l'articip;ltl(m and Scxwl Assault Ri,k, 15 Viokncc Against Womm 1\35, 1\42 
(2009) ("the majoritv (50.9'){,) of I survcyed I victims of actions that met thc legal ddinition of 
rape did not consider the an to be rape, 20.5% did consider thcmsdves to have becn rapcd, 
and 211.7')\, statcd thcv were unsure whether they had been raped."). 
X I. Krebs ct al., sup~;1 note 62, at 5-24 (sample askcd in neutr,ll language; this number 
was derived from the numbers of total sexual ass,ut!ts classified as "f(>rced" and "incapacitated"). 
1\2. cr Sommers, SUf'/:1 note 13 (questioning the validity of 'l study tlut used 
descriptive, behaviorally spccific language rather than dircctly asking respondents if thcv lud 
bccn r'1pcd). 
1\3. Fishcr ct al., supra notc 65, at I 5. 
1\4. Ikrkowitz, supra note 12. 
115. !d.; Sommcrs, supo notc I 3 .. S(:c ;Jlm Cathy Young, The l'olitics o(C:unpus Scxwl 
A.,s;w/t, Found. fi>r lmlividml Rights Ill Educ. (Nov. 6, 20 I I), 
http://thdirc.org/articlcj13R28.html ("Unfi>rtunatdv, much of the fcminist 'war on rapc' has 
contlarcd seXLul assault with muddled, often alcohol-fueled, sexual encounters that im·ol\·e 
miscommunication, perhaps bad behavior, but no criminal coercion."). 
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Althou_gh these commentators stop short of claiming that vvomcn get 
drunk, have consensual sex, then cry "Rape!" in the morning, the 
message thcv send IS clc~1r: college rape is frequently a 
misunderstanding, and when a woman misinterprets a sexual 
encounter, she puts a young man's reputation on the linc.~6 
Recent research by David Lisak and Paul M. Miller p~lints a very 
ditkrcnt picture of the typical college sexual assault-not as a mistake 
or a misunderstanding, but ~1s an intentional ~Kt of predation. In a 
frequently cited study of I ,882 college men, 120 men, or 6.4(1\1, 
revealed that they had engaged in acts th~lt meet the legal definition 
of rape or attempted rape. ~7 None of them had been prosecuted. ~x 
Of these 120 men, 76 had raped or attempted to rape ~lt least twice, 
and eleven men, or almost ten percent of the subset of sclf-idcntiticd 
rapists, had raped or attempted to rape at least nine times. X'> 
The rcpclt otlcndcrs also commonly used alcohol in a strategic 
manner to incapacitate their chosen victims or render them unable to 
rcsist.'!0 Lisak explains that such otkndcrs "look t()r potential victims 
that arc already somewhat vulnerable" and encourage these women 
to drink alcohol until they experience memory blackouts or arc 
completely unconscious, blling entirely within the rapist's control. '>I 
I lis research demonstrates that, while some college rapes may be 
unintended, many arc carefully planned. furthermore, when the first-
time perpetrator escapes conviction or other disciplinary action, more 
likely than not he will try again.'!2 
1-\6. Berkowitz, supr;l note 12. 
~7. Lis.rk & Miller, supr;J note 72, at 73, 7K-7'! .. ~(·c aim Antonia Abhev & !'am 
.'v1u\uslan, ,I fonJ.;irudJ!u! Franu!ution oF ;vf,J!c CfJ!kgc Srudcnt'' l'cif'<'trHiim oF .kxwl 
ilss.wlr, 72 ). Consulting & Clinical Psych. 747, 75 I (2004) (tinding that ~.6'){• of participants 
in a survev of I '>7 merle college students had committed rape or .lttemptt:d r.rpe since the crge of 
14). 
~K. Lis.rk & Miller, supra note 72, at 73. 
K'>. !d .rt 7K-7'>. 
'>0. !d. at 7'>; "Non-StJ:l11pcr" Rapes (CBS News television broadcrst Nov. '>, 200'>) • 
. JuilJh!c at http://www.cbsnews.com/vidt:o/wcnch/ ?id=SS'>2427n (imerviewing David Lisak 
on his r<:search). 
'>1. 5(·c "Non-Stnlf1gcr" R;lfJCS, supu note '>0; David Lisak, Understanding the 
PredatorY Nature of Sexual Violence, 
htq>:/ /www .middlebury .edu/media/view /240% I /<>rigiiJcd/l'rt:datoryN clture .pdf ( bst visited 
Ike. 27, 20 12). 
'>2. I .is.rk & Miller, supr;Jnote 72, at 7K-7'>. 
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In light of the above d~1ta, it is imperative to reconsider the 
current assumptions about how college rape happens and who 
perpetrates it. If Lisak's data is representative, more than half of 
student rapists arc not well-meaning men who have made a one-time 
mistakc.<J3 It is these men, the intentional repeat offenders, who must 
be kept in mind when considering how universities should handle 
sexual assault. When a woman has experienced a regrettable but 
consensual sextul encounter as the result of a kw glasses of wine or 
unclear communication, the existing data (and common sense) tell us 
that she is not very likely to report the incidcntY4 But when victims 
of habitual rapists arc held to an evidentiary standard that t:lvors the 
ofkndcr's word over the victim's-which is precisely what the "clear 
and convincin_g" and "reasonable doubt" standards intend to do-the 
rapist will often receive no punishment and enjoy opportunities f(x 
further prcdationY5 Victimized students, who know that it will be 
cxtrcmelv diflicult to make their case, arc thcrd(>rc reluctant to come 
forward, and the oflcndcr continues to pose a threat to the college 
community. If and when he assaults again, he interferes with vet 
another woman's educational opportuniticsY6 
Given the frequency of sexual assault in college communities, the 
barriers to reporting that many victims t:lcc, and evidence that the 
v~1st majority of college rapes arc likely committed bv repeat 
oflcndcrs,Y7 the discussion must be reoriented to t<xus not only on 
the needs of those who might be L1lselv accused. Adopting the 
preponderance of the evidence standard in ~1ll school ~H_ijudications 
f(>r rape and sexual assault would likelv encourage victims to come 
f(>rward, and it would enable colleges to take disciplinary action 
against students they find more hkck than not to have committed 
acts of scxu~1l acts of violence against other members of the 
community. 
<)3_ 1d 
Y4. 5(·c sup1:znotcs 65-66, 74-7X. 
SIS. .~(:c N.mcv Chi Cantaloupo, Czmpus VI(J/cncc: [ 1ndcni;lli£!Iizg the FYti:zon!Iiz.l!T 
Through the On!IiwT, 35 j _c_ & U.L 613, 61 <) (200<)) (theorizing that a "cvck" msucs whm 
victims of rape do not report and perpetrators arc not caught, permitting additional .Kts of 
sexual violence to occur). 
Sl6. 5(·c Part IILB Iizlhz (discussing the dkcts of sexual assault on a \'ictim\ ability to 
pursue education;\] opportunities)_ 
Y7. Sec Lisak & Miller, Stljn;z note 72, <lt 7X (repeat rapists, who nude up over half of 
the s.1mplc of.11l rapi.sts, cn·eragcd S.X rapes C<Kh). 
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IV. THE CONTEXT 0~ EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITIES 
Colleges and universities present a special kind of community. 
Unlike public primary and secondary schools, institutions of higher 
learning arc not presumptively open to anyone vvho lives within the 
geographical arc~1 they serve. Selective universities carefully screen 
candidates tc)r ~1dmission to craft an ideal incoming class, 
distinguishing applicants on the basis of academic credentials, ~1s well 
as other personal qualities. At less selective institutions-even those 
with open admission policies-applicants must still meet minimum 
prcp~lr~uory requirements to be accepted into the community, and 
they must abide by certain guidelines to remain within it. '>X 
Whether private or public, colleges and universities typically have 
broad discretion to determine whom they wish to admit into their 
commumttcs, what kind of conduct they expect from their 
community members, and how to respond if community members 
hi! to ~1bidc by their standards of conduct. Thus, college disciplinary 
proceedings cannot be neatly comp~ucd to civil or criminal 
proceedings. Title IX gives colleges the authority and the duty to 
craft tkxible solutions in response to harmful discriminatory conduct 
occurring within their communities. Moreover, colleges arc better 
equipped than the criminal or civil justice systems to do so. 
A. Due Process and College Adjudications 
The notion of due process has a particular-and particularly 
narrow-meaning within the context of college adjudications. This 
meaning depends, in part, on whether the institution is public or 
private. Because public universities may be considered state actors, 
they must abide by the fourteenth Amendment's prohibition against 
depriving an individual of property without due process of law.99 
However, due process within the context of university disciplinary 
proceedings docs not have the same meaning as due process within 
civil or criminal courts. 10° Even state universities can usc their own 
discretion 111 determining how to strucnJrc disciplinary 
'>X. !-'or example, in ,,ddition to requiring studems to ti>llow '' code of conduct, 
institution.s nuv also require that studems maimain a minimum l;t' A or take a minimum 
number of credits within a specified period of time. 
<)<). ,S(·c E.ll. Schopkr, Annot.ltion, Right of Student to I k.1ring on ( :h.>rgcs lkftHT 
Su.spcnsion or Expulsion from Educational Institution, SX A.L.R.2d <)03 (orig. pub. J<)5X). 
I 00. !d at 972. 
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procccdings.IOI 
Courts have gcncr~1lly been reluctant to overturn expulsions or 
other disciplinary actions or to find disciplinary procedures 
inadequate, 102 so long ;ls univcrs1t1es provide the mm1mum 
procedural safeguards required by the fourteenth Amendment, the 
relevant state constitution, and any state statutes that might apply. 
for example, in Dir:on v. Alabama Board oFHducztion, sutc college 
students were expelled after participating in political dcmonstr~uions. 
The fifth Circuit held that the Due Process Clause of the fourteenth 
Amendment "requires notice and some oppornmity t(:>r hearing 
bet( H-e a student at a tax -supported college IS expelled t(>r 
misconduct."103 
In contrast to state universities, private universities have almost 
total control over their disciplinary procedures and generally do not 
have to meet minimum procedural requircmcnts.I04 Even if they 
receive some public ftmding or arc licensed by the state, private 
universities arc not considered state actors and arc not bound by the 
fourteenth Amendment (although states may regulate private 
educational institutions in other ways ). 105 The relationship between a 
private university and its smdents is nmtracn1al in nan1rc. 106 
Thcrd(>rc, if a university promises that it will provide certain 
procedural sat(·guards to a Shllknt bd(>rc taking disciplinary action 
I 0 I . ld at Y72 73. 
102. !d. 
103. Dixon v. Ala. State Bd. of Educ., 2Y4 F.2d !50, 158 (5th Cir. IY61 ). "!'or the 
guicbnce of the parties," the court expressed its view that due process would require that the 
accused students he provided with the l(>llowing: notice of the specitic charges ctgainst them, 
names of witnesses, oral or written reports of the witnesses' testimony, an opportunin· to 
present their ddcnse cllld witness testimony, and an opportunity to review the record if the 
entire hearing did not occur in their presence. !d. at 158-SY. However, the court declined to 
hold that due process required these protections in all cases involving disciplinarY action hv a 
state universitY, noting that "the nature of the hearing should vary depending on the 
circumstances of the particular usc." ld at 158. 
I 04. Harvey A. Silvcrglate & Josh Gewolh, I'IRE\ Guide to Due !'n>Cess and !'air 
Procedure on Campus 36, http://thdire.org/puhlic/pdls/due-process.pdt?direct (school\ choice 
of disciplinary anion unnot he "arbitrary and opricious"). 
105. ,kc, e.g., Centre Coli. v. Trzop, 127 S.W.3d 562, 667-68 (Ky. 2003 ); sec aim 
Schopler, Sl!fJI:znote YY; Silvcrglate & Gcwolb, Sllf>J:znotc I 04, at 7, 35. 
106. Schaer v. Brandeis Univ., 735 N.E.2d 373, 378-7') (Mctss. 2000) (dismissal fin· 
bilure to state a claim fi>r breach of contrcKt against univcrsitv li>llowing plaintiff student\ 
suspension li>r sexual assault and creating a hostile environment); Silvcrglate & Gewolh, supu 
note I 04, at 35; sec aim Corso v. Creighton Univ., 731 F.2d 52') (8th Cir. IY84) (studmt\ 
contract with private university required hearing hdi>re expulsion li>r cheating). 
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against him or her, it is contractually bound to do so.l 07 
The Dear Colleague I ,cttcr's instruction that colleges usc the 
preponderance of the evidence standard f(>r adjudications of sexual 
assault imposes some federal control over an area where colleges have 
generally relied on their own discretion. However, OCR's critics 
seem concerned not with federal influence as such, but with the due 
process rights of accused students, which the critics claim arc 
diminished under OCR's new approach.IOX And, ironically, the Dear 
Colle~1guc Letter may actually require more process than some 
printc universities typically provide, as it instructs universities to 
provide complainants and respondents the same opportunities to 
submit statements and present witnesses and evidence during 
disciplinary procccdings. 10" The case, Schaer v. Brandci~· UnivcJ~~·izJ', 
illustrates this point. In SLhzn; Massachusetts' highest court upheld 
the suspension of a student t(>r sexual assault, even though the 
smdcnt lud not been interviewed or asked to submit anv evidence as 
part of the hearing or investigation. II 0 By the standards of the Dear 
Colleague I xtter, this process would not have been considered 
equitable. III 
furthermore, the evidentiary standard used in a proceeding is not 
the only indicator of its E1irness. Overall, to argue that adoption of 
the preponderance of the evidence standard suddenly makes college 
adjudications less E1ir than they used to be or takes away procedural 
protections tlut accused students t(mncrly had is to ignore the fKt 
that colleges have traditionally enjoyed wide discretion in 
determining how to handle disciplinary matters. 
B. Sexual Assault ;znd the Civ1J Right to Eqwl b(fucztionzl 
Opportwii(v 
Title IX imposes on colleges and universities the responsibility of 
insuring th~1t no student is denied the benefits of education on the 
basis of his or her scx. 112 The Supreme Court has recognized that 
"'sexual harassment' is 'discrimination' within the context of Title 
IX," and that student-perpetrated sexual misconduct may be "so 
107. SikergLlte & (;ewolh, supu note 104, '\t 3S. 
I OX. .kc, e.g., Berkowitz, .11/f'/:J note 12. 
IO'J. J)e,\r Colleague Letter, supr.1notc I, at 11-12. 
II 0. Sducr, 73S N .E.2d at 37X-7'J. 
Ill. Dc,lr Colblgue l.ctter, supr:l note I, at II 12. 
112. 20 U.S.C § 16Xl (2006). 
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severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it can be said to 
deprive the victims of access to the educational opportunities or 
bcndits provided by the school."ii3 
This connection between sexual assault ~111d educational 
opportunity is not merely a legal construct. The notion that sexual 
harassment, including sexual assault, can obstruct a student's access 
to educational opportunities is well established in research on the 
dlects of rape and sexual assault. In gcncr~1l, sexual assault ~1nd rape 
victims arc t~1r more likely than non-victims to experience depression 
~1nd post-traumatic stress disordcr. 114 These dlects arc not limited to 
women who have experienced violent, stranger-perpetrated rapes. In 
a study of 2,000 college women, respondents who had experienced 
drug- or alcohol-flcilitatcd rape were about three times as likely as 
non-victim women to experience post-traumatic stress disorder and 
about f(mr times as likely to sutler a major depressive cpisodc. 115 
Research has also shown that victims of dmg- or alcohol-LKilitatcd 
rape arc particularly likely to abuse alcohol or other substances and to 
blame themselves for the incidcnt.ll6 
The psychological dfects of sexual assault and rape can make a 
victim unable to take advantage of educational opportunitics. 11 7 
frequently, victims experience a drop in their grades, as they may 
find that depression, anxiety, or insomnia interfcTe with their ability 
to attend class or f{xus on their coursework. 11 X Those women who 
113. Davis v·. Monroe Cntv. Bd. ofEduc., 526 U.S. 629,650 (1999). 
114. )ecln Kilpatrick, The il4cnt:d Health Imp:1ct of' Rape, National Violence Agc1inst 
Womm Prevention Research Center (2000), :ll':lli:Jhle at 
http: I jwww .muse .edu/vawprevcntionl research/mcntalimpact .shtml. 
115. Heidi M. Zinzow et al., The Role of Rape TcKtics in Risk f(Jr Posttraumatic Stress 
Disorder and Major Depression: Results fi·om a National Sample of College Womm, 27 
Depression & Anxiety 708, 711-12 (20 10). The study defined drug- or akohol-bcilitated rape 
as "rape that occurs after a perpetrcltor deliberately gives the victim drugs without the victim\ 
permission or tries to get her drunk." !d. ar 709. The studv also assessed victims of 
incapacitated rclpe, which is ddined as "rape that is perpetrated after a victim voluntarilv uses 
drugs or alcohol, but is too intoxicated to be aware of or control her environment." !d. 
Respondents who reported experiencing this second t(mn of rape were about twice as likdv to 
experience post-traumatic stress disorder and a major depressive episode. !d. at 712. 
116. ld at 709,715. 
117. While the psychologiul dkcts of sexual assault on victims arc wdl known, iris less 
clc.lr how incidems of sexual c\sscllllt affect a broader eduutional community. Further research 
is necessarv to explore what effect, if cmy, such incidents have on students who are not 
themselves victims, especially if the student body is aware that there are perpetrators within the 
community and that thev are gmcrally not hdd accountable t(Jr their actions. 
II X. Victim Rights Law Ctr., h"duc:wrm, Kesources t(Jr Victims ( 2012 ), 
http: I lwwvv. victi mrights.< JrglreS< n1rces-victims/ areas-ex pertiseled uclti< m. 
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seck medical and psychological care may find that appointments 
interfere with their class schedules, and those who file criminal 
charges arc likely to have little control over when they arc called tu 
meet with prosecutors or attend procccdings. 11 9 Additionally, some 
research demonstrates that female students who have been raped or 
sexually assaulted cope by dropping out of school, primarily because 
they do not want to encounter the alleged perpetrator who is still on 
campus or because they fed betrayed by a bck of support from the 
administration. 120 When victims interrupt or end their education to 
avoid further harassment, they experience the ultimate deprivation of 
their rights to equal educational opportunities under Title IX. 
C Hcncfit,,. o{thc Univcni~l' DiKiplinuy ,~)cm:m 
Title IX obligates schools to respond to incidents of sexual assault 
within their communities. This responsibility is not new: a rcgubtion 
operating since I 975 requires educational institutions to provide 
"prompt and equitable resolution of student and employee 
compbints" of sex discrimination.1 21 OCR interpreted this 
rcgubtion in a 200 l guidance document as compelling schools to 
otlcr "accessible, dlcctivc, and E1irly applied grievance 
proccdurcs."l22 Yet some critics of the Dear Colleague Letter claim 
that schools arc fundamentally unable to adjudicate cases of sexual 
ass~ntlt and should thcrd()rc abdicate their responsibilities to the 
criminal justice systcm.123 
There is an alternative viewpoint: schools arc not only 
responsible f()r, and capable of~ adjudicating cases of sexual assault 
within their communities, but they arc ~1lso, in many ways, better 
able to do so than the criminal courts. The inability of the criminal 
II <J. This observation is based mc1inly on personal knowledge of victims' experiences 
gained hom participation in the Title IX clinical course c\t Harvard Lnv School. 
120. .~(·c Kristen Lombardi, A L1ck or ()mscqucnccs fi)/' Scxu;~/ !lssau!r, Center tc>r 
Public Integritv (l:'eb. 24, 2010), 
http:/ jwww. publicintegritv.< >rg/investigaticms/campus. assaultjarticles/entrv j I <J4S/ (rep< >rt 
based on interviews with "SO experts bmiliclr with the c1mpus disciplimrv process, . . 33 
kmc1le students who have reported being scxuallv assaulted lw other studcntsi.l ... a survcv of 
I S2 crisis services programs and clinics on or ncar college campuses; and ell\ examination of I 0 
vcars of complaints tiled agc1inst institutions with the U.S. Education Department under Tirlc 
IX cmd the Clery Act."). 
121. Sexual I Llrassmenr GuiLLmce, sup!:/ note 3, at 36 11. <JX. 
122. !dat 14. 
123. .~(·c Sommers, supr;~ note 13. 
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justice system to prosecute cases of rape and sexual ~1ssault is well 
documented, not only by legal scholars ~1nd victims' advocates, but 
also by legislators-VA W A was motivated largely by a consensus 
that the criminal courts arc systemically ill-equipped to address 
gender-based violcncc.l24 In comparison to courts, universities can 
address the problem of sexual assault in t1cxible and responsive ways. 
Tlut universities cannot make the legal system more equitable for all 
victims of sexual assault docs not mean that they should give up the 
opportunity to do so in their own communities. 
In the Dear Colleague Letter, OCR alludes to two main reasons 
f(x requiring schools to adjudicate known cases of sexual assault. 
first, "schools should take proactive measures to prevent sexual 
harassment and violence," which includes responding to known 
incidents of assault, in order to protect their communities as a 
wholc. 125 This rationale is particularly compelling in light of David 
Lisak's research, which showed that over half of the admitting 
offenders in Lisak's sample had raped or ass~wltcd women on more 
than one occasion. 126 Second, f()llowing an incident, schools must 
"take steps to protect the complainant] s ]" so that they arc able to 
continue participating in educational opportunitics.l27 While Title IX 
docs not require schools to make viCtims whole, 12R school 
adjudications may also help to compensate victims t(>r their harms, in 
part simply by recognizing that the harm has indeed occurred That 
victims may be more easily compensated by school adjudications 
than by criminal proceedings is an addition~1l, policy-oriented 
argument in f:wor of such adjudications and the preponderance 
standard. 
124. .~(·c Part I. B. supr.z. 
125. Dear Colleague I A:rtcr, .wpra note I, at 14. 
126. Sec SI!Jn:znotes R7-<J2 and <lCCOlll]Xlnving text. 
12 7. Dear Colleague Lertcr, supnznotc I, at I 5. 
12R. Cf jd at 15-l<J (<llldrcssing remedies and mf(m:ement). Victims mav, hm\T\Tr, 
ptirsuc a pri\·ate claim .1g.1insr an cducnional institution. .~(·c text ,JCcompanving sup1:1 note I. 
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One considerable roadblock to prosecuting rapes and sexual 
assaults in the courts is the high degree of discretion vested in 
prosecutors. In crimin~1l cases, complaining witnesses do not typically 
make the final determination of whether to tile clnrges. 12'i That 
decision is left to the prosecutor, who will base his or her decision on 
not only the strength of the case but also on extcnul LKtors, 
including financial resources and political considcrations.l3° 
Prosecutors often decline to attempt to prosecute acquaintance rapes 
or "date" rapes because they do not believe they arc likely to win the 
case. Lll As one prosecutor explained, "when the victim and 
pcrpctr~ltor know e~Kh other ... I it is I extremely hard to convince a 
jury beyond a reasonable doubt that the sextul assault was without 
consent." 132 l<urthermorc, even if a prosecutor docs decide to tile 
charges, the complaining witness will nevertheless be "subject to legal 
hurdles other victims never t~Kc," such ~1s inqumes into her 
psychological health and the promptness ofher compbint.I33 
Of course, sexual assault victims can turn to the civil courts t(Jr 
remedies and recognition of the harms they have sutlcred. While a 
tCw jurisdictions have private civil-rights causes of action for sexual 
~1ssault, all states recognize it as a tort. I34 However, civil causes of 
action also present a variety of difficulties, and tiling a tort claim is 
not a vi~1ble option t<x nuny victims. first, tort suits entail 
considerable expense, and the victim must be able and willing to pay 
f(Jr representation.I3S The costs of initiating a legal action arc 
I2'J. l'rc!JimiwT l'mnnfiilp:s, 33 Ceo. L.j. Ann. Rev. Crim. !'roc. IlJ3, IlJ3 n.6SO 
( 2004) (citing, IiJtcr ;JkJ, I "'"eke v. Timmerman, 4S4 lJ .S. H3, H6 (I lJH I) ("private individu.1ls 
c1nnot .1sk court to compel prosecutor to initiatl" a particular prosecution"). 
I 30. Sec, e.g., A.G. Sulzbcrger, 1-:JCJI~!!: ClJt\·, ;J Cl't1· Rcpc.d1· it1· /)omcstic Violence Lnv, 
N.Y. Timl"s (Oct. I I, 20 I I), http://www.nytimes.com/20 I I ji Oj! 2/us/topeka-mmTs-to-
decriminalizc-domestic-violencc.html; Greg Wilson, CJ.Ih-Str;lppcd j(,pck.J Afw Stop 
l'm.,cwtinJ.' /)omcstic Vio!mcc, NBC Chicago (Oct. I 3, 20 I I), 
http:/ j\\'ww .I 1 bcch icag< >.e< >m/ne\\'s/weird/( :ash -Strapped-Topeb -St< >ps-l'n >secuting -I)< >mestic-
Violence- I 3I46HlJ33 .html ( recouming district attornev\ otlice's decision to stop prosecuting 
misdemeanor domestic violence cases due to budgetary difticulties). 
I3l. S. Rep. No. I02-IlJ7, atSI (IlJlJI). 
I32. !d Sec aim ( :,1ssia Spohn & David Holleran, l'msccutiJ~!', .~(·.wa! As.uu!t: A 
C( nnp;m:wn oF C/J;uginp: Dccfq'ons Ill Sexual A.ls;wft C1scs !m·olniJg Stungcn, 
,-lccjll<Jinunccs, and !ntJinJtc l'artncJ:>, I H Just. Q. 6S I, 6SH ( 200 I ) (summarizing other studies 
showing that prosecutors ;\re unlikely to pursue a C;\se if chances of conviction ;\IT not high). 
133. S. R<"p. No. I 02-llJ7, at SO. 
I34. I ,ininga, supm nott" 26, at 15S7. 
I3S. !d. at I S78; Elkn M. Bublick, Jim Suit1 Filed lw RafJC </1/d .krw/ Assault Victims 
in Ci1il C/}[Jrr>: lessons tiw Clwrt\ (};J.\srooms, and G)J]stitucno(·,,, SlJ SMlJ L. Re\'. SS, 77 
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prohibitive fc>r many college students. Even those whose f:lmilics 
have the means to pay may be reluctant to ask fc>r monetary support, 
thereby disclosing the incident to their loved oncs.I36 While some 
lawyers would be willing to accept clients on a contingency basis, 
they arc presumably in the same position as prosecutors: they want 
strong cases and, given the unpredictability of juries, might be 
unwilling to take the risk of representing a victim of date rape if they 
arc not reasonably sure that they will be paid. 
Rape victims may also be deterred by the stigma of seeking 
monetary damages f(x sexual assault. Plaintiffs who seck monetary 
recovery against their alleged attackers often find their motives 
questioned, both inside and outside the courtroom. In the context of 
a civil suit, they must counter the arguments that they arc not "real" 
victims and arc only seeking monetary gain.I37 If they particip<ltC in 
criminal proceedings parallel to or f{>llowing their civil proceedings, 
they can expect the defense attorney to impeach them regarding their 
civil claims-a highly prejudicial practice, especially in <1 context 
where credibility is paramount. 138 In some instances, prosecutors 
have dropped criminal charges after concluding that parallel civil 
proceedings created too many complexities or stacked the deck 
against the victim.I39 Because rape victims bee such challenges in the 
criminal and civil systems, most victims arc cfkctivdy denied the 
oppornmity f(>r recognition or redress. Thus, often, the educational 
community provides the last meaningful chance to recognize a 
victim's injury, censure an offender's conduct, and communicate 
disapproval of sexual assault in general, with the possible result of 
deterring similar future conduct. 
To be sure, school-administered adjudications do not remove all 
the barriers victims t:Kc in the context of the criminal and civil court 
systems. The school investigation and adjudication process still may 
be frustrating, it may still entail a considerable cost in terms of time 
and energy if not money, and it may leave complainants vulnerable to 
attacks on their credibility and motives. Still, in most cases, an 
(2006). 
13(,. Ct: I .ininger, supra note 26, at ISS 7 ( 110ting that complaining witnesses in criminal 
actions mav often keep their identities confidential, but plaintiffs in civil acrions mav not). 
137. fd at 1561-62. 
138. fd at 1589-<JS. 
139. !d. at 1584, !584 n.l37 (citing as a particularly well-known cx.1mpk Kobe's 
Bn·ant's criminal case f(Jr rape, which the prosecutor dropped after the alkged vicrim tikd suit 
in civil court). 
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institutional adjudication will be more manageable fi:)r the victim 
than the criminal justice process and more responsive to her 
particular circumstances, as well as those of the accused. for example, 
a univcrsitv is better able tlun the courts to offer a victim 
individualized ~Kcommodations pending the results of an institutional 
investigation in order to help her remain at school and continue her 
studies, even in the aftermath of a traumatic experience. While a 
victim of sexual assault can in some jurisdictions obtain a no-contact 
order or civil protection order from the courts, 140 many victims may 
be reluctant to initiate such f(mnal processes or may ted that such 
legal protections ~1re unnecessary. In contrast, a university can 
accommo<hte a victim in infornul, extralegal ways, t()r example, by 
adjusting the victim's or perpetrator's on-campus housing 
arrangements or class schedules so that the victim no longer lives 
down the hall from the perpetrator or sees him regularly in class. The 
Dear Colleague Letter instructs schools to notify complainants of 
these options. 141 Additionally, an institution's adjudicatory process 
can be flr more responsive to the cycle of the academic year than 
t<m1ul legal processes; t()r example, an institution may permit 
students to leave campus (rather than stay t()r legal proceedings) 
during periods of academic recess or work to ensure that a reported 
incidem is investigated and ~1djudicated within the semester or year 
that it occurred so that the students involved experience ~ls little 
disruption to their education as possible.l42 
The preponderance of the evidence standard empowers university 
administrators to respond appropriately when they believe that a 
member of their academic community has more likdv than not 
140. The avail.1bilitv of civil protection orders varies c1mong states and, in some cases, 
depends on the relationship between the victim .md the perpetrator. Some civil protection bws 
require that the victim and perpetrator be hmilv members or live in the sc1me household .. ~ix 
Hc1vlcv Jodoin, Note, Closii~I.{ the !JJopholc Ill 1H.J.ssadwscrt' l'mtcaion Order h',l{i'l.zrion to 
/'ronde Grc:Jtcr Sccurin· fi)/· Victims of Sc.w.II A.ss;w/t: Has Afllssachusctt' Gcncr.zl rczws 
Uz.ZJ>tcr 2S8c (./oscd lr Fnou!'h?, 17 SuHi>lk J. Trial & App. Advoc. 102, I 16 (20 12) (noting 
the una\·aibbilitv of protective orders to manv sexual c1ssault victims and describing changes to 
the Massachthctts law enabling victims to obtc1in protective orders when they arc not married 
to, li\·ing with, or related to their attackers). For infi>rmation about the civil protection laws 
cn·aii.Jbic in ccKh state, sec Rcstrllining Orden, WomcnsLaw.org () une 12, 2012 ), 
http:/ jwc>menslaw.c>rg/Llws_ st.lte _ tvpe.php)stcltebw _11<1111<:= Restraining'Y.,200rdcrs&st.ltC _cod 
c=l;E. 
141. Dcc1r Collc1guc Letter, supnz note I, at 15-16. 
142. The Dc1r Colleague Letter instructs schools to complete invcstigatio11s within sixrv 
c!a1·s of the date of complaint under "tvpical" circumstances. !d. at 12 13. 
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scxuallv assaulted another member of the community. In contr~lst, 
heightened evidentiary standards have functioned to tic the hands of 
administrators in situations where they believed a student's complaint 
but lacked the type of evidence necessary to find the alleged 
perpetrator responsible under a clear and convincing or beyond a 
reasonable doubt standard.l43 Given that most sexual assaults on 
college campuses occur between sn1dcnts who know each other and 
may be socially or romantically involved, many complainants would 
not be able to satisfy the criminal evidentiary standard. 144 However, 
as this Comment has shown, school disciplinary panels arc not 
criminal courts. Title IX docs not require them to adjudicate crimes, 
but it requires them to put a stop to hostile environments on campus 
and ensure that sh!dcnts arc not barred from taking advant~1gc of 
educational oppornmitics on the basis of their sex. 
When a school docs find an alleged perpetrator responsible t()r 
violating its code of conduct, it can respond with more flexible and 
nuanced penalties and remedies than the criminal law is capable of 
providing. These types of penalties work to the benefit of both 
complainants and respondents. for example, studies of college 
women who have been sexually assaulted indicate that many of these 
women hesitate to call the incident a crime or do not wish to label 
the perpetrator a "rapist" or a "criminal." 14S This response indicates 
that some victims refrain from reporting their assaults to law 
enforcement, in part because they believe that the perpetrators-
often fcm11cr friends, dates, or members of their social groupl46-risk 
being penalized more harshly than the victims find warranted. 
Regardless of whether one disagrees with these women's assessment 
of their assailants' culpability, schools otter a solution to 
undcrrcporting within the criminal justice system by providing 
victims a middle ground between seeking criminal charges and doing 
nothing at all. Students who arc f(mnd responsible may be expelled 
or suspended, perhaps in combination with an order to undergo 
counseling or, if they remain at school, they may be denied certain 
privileges, such as on-campus housing or membership in a sports 
143. 5(·c Letter ti·om Ass'n of Titk IX Adm'rs ct al. to Russlyn Ali, Assisunt Sec'v h>r 
Civil Rights, Oftice f(>r Civil Rights, lkp't of Educ, supra note <J, at 2- 3. 
144. ,~(x supra notes 6<J, 125-27. 
14S. ,kc hshcr ct a!., supra nore 65, ar 17 l 9. 
!46. 5(·c 1d 
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team or fr~ltcrnitv.l47 These penalties arc meaningful ~md 
communicate clear disapproval of the perpetrator's conduct without 
subjecting the perpetrator to a prison sentence and a criminal record. 
To be clear, it is not the job of educational institutions to make 
up f()r t1aws in the criminal justice system. This Comment docs not 
argue that school adjudications arc an apt substitute to criminal 
proceedings; rather, it argues that because schools arc 
administratively capable of adjudicating sexual assault cases-and ~1rc 
legally required to do so under Title IX-thcy otter a mcaningftll 
supplement to the criminal justice system. This argument aligns vvith 
other dlixts to recognize legal remedies f()r sexual assault victims 
outside of criminal courts, such as civil rights remedies similar 
provided under V AW A and tort causes of action. 14g When taken 
seriously and administered hirly, school adjudications send a message 
about the values of the academic community and give victimized 
students a voice. They may help eliminate threats to the community 
by encouraging victims to come f{)rward and identify ofkndcrs, who 
may be less likely to rcoftcnd after being disciplined. finally, college 
adjudications may provide a victim the opportunity to receive the 
remedy she most needs, and that Title IX requires: to ensure that she 
can complete her education safdy and productively.l4<J 
V. CONCLUSION 
When the preponderance of the evidence standard is properly 
understood within the context of Title IX as a civil rights statute, and 
when circumstances surrounding college sexual ass~mlts arc 
thoroughly examined, the Dear Colleague Letter's mandate appears 
neither radical nor unwarranted. Colleges have traditionally exercised 
great discretion over standards of conduct and disciplinary 
procedures within their communities. Although the Dear CollGl~JC 
Letter places some limits on this discretion, it docs not require that 
adjudiotions t()r sexual assault be unhirly biased against the accused 
147. Neither rhc 2011 Dear Colleague Letter nor the 2001 guilbnce document tells 
schools how to discipline students l(ntnd responsible l(n· sexual h.1rassment or asscndt. 5/x 
!WAR C:Ol!b\t;L:F LETrER, supra note 1; SEXUAL HARASSMENT (;l'lllc\NCE, supr:l note 3. 
Thus, while schools arc responsible l(Jr intcrve11ing to climin<ltc <1 scxuallv hostile environment, 
thn· arc not required ro expel or even suspend students linmd to luvc raped or sexually 
assaulted a peer. 
14X. .~(·c sup1:1 notes 47-50, 12<) and cKcompcmying texr. 
14<J. .~(x FISIIER FT .\L., SIIJ>r:Jnotc 65, clt 17-1 'J. 
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party. Applying a preponderance of the evidence standard not only 
respects legal precedent in the area of civil rights law, it also 
encourages victims to come forward and gives schools permission to 
take flexible yet cftective action against members of their community 
who pose a threat to the school's educational mission and the well-
being of its students. 
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